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ABSTRACT
The mammalian epigenetic phenomena of X inactivation and genomic imprinting are incompletely

understood. X inactivation equalizes X-linked expression between males and females by silencing genes
on one X chromosome during female embryogenesis. Genomic imprinting functionally distinguishes
the parental genomes, resulting in parent-specific monoallelic expression of particular genes. N-ethyl-
N-nitrosourea (ENU) mutagenesis was used in the mouse to screen for mutations in novel factors involved
in X inactivation. Previously, we reported mutant pedigrees identified through this screen that segregate
aberrant X-inactivation phenotypes and we mapped the mutation in one pedigree to chromosome 15.
We now have mapped two additional mutations to the distal chromosome 5 and the proximal chromosome
10 in a second pedigree and show that each of the mutations is sufficient to induce the mutant phenotype.
We further show that the roles of these factors are specific to embryonic X inactivation as neither genomic
imprinting of multiple genes nor imprinted X inactivation is perturbed. Finally, we used mice bearing
selected X-linked alleles that regulate X chromosome choice to demonstrate that the phenotypes of all
three mutations are consistent with models in which the mutations have affected molecules involved
specifically in the choice or the initiation of X inactivation.

EPIGENETIC gene regulation mechanisms result in pathways of X inactivation and genomic imprinting is
best exemplified by the extraembryonic tissues of cer-chromatin modification and genome reprogram-

ming during mammalian development. The two best- tain rodents, including mice. In these tissues, X inactiva-
tion is imprinted with preferential silencing of the pater-studied examples of epigenetic regulation, X inacti-

vation and genomic imprinting, are thought to be nal X chromosome (Takagi and Sasaki 1975). Classic
genetic analyses have revealed multiple molecules in-evolutionarily related (Pannuti and Luchessi 2000).

X inactivation results in the chromosome-wide silencing volved in these epigenetic pathways and have suggested
that the interplay of such factors via large protein com-of one of the two X chromosomes in each cell of a

female mammal (Avner and Heard 2001). Genomic plexes is likely to be crucial to all epigenetic gene regula-
tion mechanisms (Marin et al. 2000; Pannuti andimprinting results in the differential expression of the
Luchessi 2000). Nevertheless, details of the underlyingpaternal and maternal alleles of specific genes (Fergu-
molecular mechanisms, including which aspects areson-Smith and Surani 2001). Although both processes
shared by or are unique to the imprinting or X-inactiva-produce monoallelic expression of a subset of genes
tion pathways, remain poorly understood. Further char-in the genome, imprinted genes reside in clusters
acterization of the components of these regulatory com-throughout the autosomes and are regulated in a par-
plexes is necessary for understanding mammalianent-of-origin-specific manner, while the effect of X inac-
epigenetic reprogramming.tivation is limited to genes on one X chromosome and

X chromosome inactivation equalizes X-linked ex-the choice of which X is to be inactivated in any given
pression between males and females through the tran-embryonic cell is random. The relationship between the
scriptional silencing of a majority of genes on one X
chromosome during early female development (Lyon
1961). To achieve stable silencing of one X chromo-1Present address: Whitehead Institute Center for Genome Research,
some, a cell must complete distinct stages of the path-MIT, Cambridge, MA 02139.
way: selection or choice of one of the two X chromo-2Present address: Institute for Genome Sciences and Policy, Duke

University, Durham, NC 27710. somes, initiation and propagation of silencing, and
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control of elements within the genetically defined molecules that govern these modifications have been
identified, many, including those possibly common to XX-inactivation center (Xic) on the X chromosome. The

inactive X maintains its silent state by acquiring distinct inactivation and genomic imprinting, remain unknown
(Bourc’his et al. 2001; Howell et al. 2001; Reik et al.epigenetic modifications, including histone 3 lysine

methylation, replication timing variation, CpG methyla- 2001).
N-ethyl-N-nitrosourea (ENU) mutagenesis has beention, histone hypoacetylation, and enrichment with the

histone variant macroH2A (Costanzi and Pehrson applied effectively to identify novel developmental and
behavioral factors in the mouse (Habre de Angelis et1998; Chadwick and Willard 2001; Csankovszki et

al. 2001; Heard et al. 2002). al. 2000; Nadeau 2000; Nolan et al. 2000). We describe
here how ENU mutagenesis screens may be appliedAt least three elements within the Xic are involved in

the establishment of X chromosome silencing. A key successfully to dissect quantitative trait phenotypes of
epigenetic pathways. We argue that the use of a sensitive,component is the Xist gene that is required in cis during

the early stages of inactivation for both initiation and specific, high-throughput, and noninvasive assay with
genetically matched phenotyping controls is crucial topropagation of X chromosome silencing and that repre-

sents the major silencing element early in the pathway identifying mutations with subtle effects on complex
mechanisms. We previously described autosomal muta-(Brockdorff et al. 1991; Brown et al. 1991; Penny et

al. 1996). Tsix, a gene antisense to Xist, suppresses Xist’s tions with dominant effects on X chromosome inactiva-
tion in two pedigrees identified through a genome-wide,silencing activity prior to inactivation, locks in the states

of the active and inactive X chromosomes, and plays an phenotype-driven mouse ENU mutagenesis screen for
mutations with primary effects on X inactivation andimportant role in imprinted X inactivation in extraem-

bryonic tissues (Lee et al. 1999; Lee and Lu 1999; Mise mapped the mutation segregating in one pedigree to
mouse chromosome 15 (Percec et al. 2002). We nowet al. 1999; Lee 2000; Wutz and Jaenisch 2000; Boumil

and Lee 2001). The X-controlling element (Xce) within have mapped two additional mutations on mouse chro-
mosomes 5 and 10 in the second pedigree, fulfilling thethe Xic regulates X chromosome choice in the mouse

via different alleles (Cattanach and Isaacson 1965). prediction that multiple autosomal factors are involved
in the X-inactivation pathway. Our results indicate thatThe four Xce alleles that have been described, Xce a, Xce b,

Xce c, and Xced, function in cis to affect the probability the mutations target the X chromosome inactivation
mechanism occurring in the embryo proper and do notthat an X chromosome remains active (Cattanach et

al. 1969; West and Chapman 1978; Cattanach and affect the imprinted form of X-inactivation or genomic
imprinting mechanisms. Further, we demonstrate throughPapworth 1981; Johnston and Cattanach 1981;

Cattanach and Rasberry 1991, 1994). The Xce effect genetic analysis of mutant animals that are homozygous
at the Xce locus that the effects of the X-inactivationresults in nonrandom X-inactivation choice in Xce het-

erozygous females, but random inactivation in Xce ho- mutations in both pedigrees are specific to animals that
are heterozygous at the Xce locus. Together, the studiesmozygous females (Plenge et al. 2000). Mutation studies

have suggested that trans-acting autosomal factors inter- presented here are consistent with a model in which the
mutations target factors in the X-inactivation pathwayact with cis-acting elements within the Xic to determine

X chromosome choice (Lyon 1971; Brown and Chan- specifically involved in the choice or the initiation of X
inactivation.dra 1973; Russell and Cacheiro 1978; Rastan 1983).

Recently, one trans-acting factor, the chromatin insula-
tor and transcription regulator CTCF (CCC TC-binding

MATERIALS AND METHODS
factor), has been suggested to bind sites within the Xic
to direct X chromosome choice (Chao et al. 2002). It Mice: C57BL/6J, BALB/cByJ, B6CBAF1/J, and CAF1/J mice

were purchased from The Jackson Laboratory and CD-1 miceis likely that additional trans-acting molecules are in-
were purchased from the Charles River Laboratory (Wilming-volved in the pathway (Percec and Bartolomei 2002).
ton, MA). The tester stock of mice, containing M. m. castaneus

While X chromosome inactivation specifically affects (CAST/Ei) alleles along the length of the X chromosome on
genes on the X chromosome, genomic imprinting mod- a 129S1/SvJ background, was generated as described (Plenge

et al. 2000). The tester stock was maintained subsequently byifies the activity of a subset of autosomal genes in a
brother-sister mating.parent-of-origin-specific manner (Ferguson-Smith and

ENU mutagenesis: ENU was purchased (Sigma, St. Louis).Surani 2001). Imprinted genes, clustered throughout
Ten milliliters of 95% ethanol was injected into the Isopac

the genome in “imprinted domains,” are subject to coor- container and 5 ml of the solution was discarded. To the
dinate regulation. Multiple factors regulate genomic remaining solution, 95 ml phosphate-citrate buffer (0.1 m

Na2HPO4, 0.05 m NaCitrate, pH 5.0) was added. The ENUimprinting by invoking allele-specific differences in
concentration was determined by spectrophotometry at 398�DNA methylation, chromatin structure, and gene ex-
and by applying the following formula: [ENU] � (OD398/pression similar to those documented for genes under-
0.72)(5). The injection volume was calculated as follows: ml

going X inactivation. These modifications enable the ENU � (dose/[ENU])(grams body weight). ENU was injected
organism to erase, set, and maintain the appropriate intraperitoneally and doses requiring multiple injections were

repeated weekly. The ENU doses, which ranged from a mini-epigenetic state of a given allele. While some of the
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mum of 200 mg to a maximum of 400 mg, were administered 3� end. The Snrpn anchor probe (5�RED640-GGCTGA
GATTTATCAACTGTATCTTAGGGTC-P3�; Idaho Technolo-as single treatments or as multiple (fractionated) treatments

(Table 1). Animals treated with single large doses (200 or 250 gies, Salt Lake City) was labeled with LC-Red640 at the 5� end
and was phosphorylated at the 3� end. To a Ready-To-Go PCRmg) and animals treated with fractionated high doses (four

doses of 100 mg each) fared the most poorly. In general, F1 bead (Amersham Biosciences), 5.12 �l H2O, 0.38 �l TaqStart
antibody (CLONTECH), and 1.5 �l 25 mm MgCl2 (final con-hybrid animals had a higher survival rate and recovered fertil-

ity faster than inbred BALB/cByJ animals treated with the centration 3.0 mm) were added, and the reaction was incu-
bated at room temperature for 5 min. After incubation, a finalsame dose, consistent with previous studies (Russell et al.

1982; Favor 1988; Nolan et al. 1997; Justice et al. 1999; concentration of 12% DMSO, 0.5 �m of each primer, and 0.3
�m of each probe were added to the mix and the volumeWeber et al. 2000). The time required to restore fertility to a

particular male was measured from the date of the last injec- brought to 12.5 �l. From this reaction mix 10 �l was removed
and added to a LightCycler glass capillary (Roche), and 10tion. Female progeny of ENU-treated males, designated as G1,

were weaned at approximately 3 weeks of age. Because the �l cDNA and H2O were added for a final reaction volume of
20 �l. After an initial denaturation step at 95� for 2 min,primary screening phenotype—X inactivation—is female spe-

cific, male progeny were sacrificed. Matings were continued amplification was performed for 65 cycles at 95� for 1 sec, 50�
until �50 female pups were generated from each male. for 15 sec, and 72� for 6 sec. A single fluorescence acquisition

Embryo dissections: Embryos were dissected according to occurred at the end of each annealing step. After amplifica-
specifications described elsewhere (Hogan et al. 1994). First tion, a final denaturation and annealing step was conducted
day after mating was designated 0.5 dpc (days post-coitum). (95� for 3 min, 35� for 2 min), followed by a melting curve
Timed embryos were aged more specifically by morphology analysis with fluorescence acquisition occurring continuously
(Rugh 1994). as the temperature was increased from 35� to 85� in 0.2� incre-

RNA isolation: Toe and ear samples were collected from ments. After background subtraction, the contribution of each
each animal at weaning (�3 weeks of age). RNA from G1 allele was calculated as the peak height of the melting curve
animals was isolated using the Purescript RNA isolation kit generated at the allele-specific temperature, �56.5� for
(Gentra Systems, Minneapolis) for 5- to 10-mg tissue samples C57BL/6 and 51� for CAST/Ei (LightCycler Data Analysis
according to the manufacturer’s recommendations. Toe/ear Software).
and embryo RNA from animals of the G2 and all subsequent Cdkn1c allele-specific expression assay: To a Ready-To-Go
generations was isolated using the HighPure RNA tissue kit PCR bead, 0.3 �m of each primer and 1 �l of cDNA were
(Roche Molecular Biochemicals) with minor modifications to added. Primers p576 (5�-CGGACGATGGAAGAACTCTGG-3�)
the manufacturer’s recommendations. Complete liver, kidney, and p574 (5�-TACACCTTGGGACCAGCGTACTCC-3�) ampli-
heart, and tongue samples were collected. RNA was isolated fied a 167-bp fragment (94� for 2 min followed by 35 cycles
from kidney, heart, and tongue using the NucleoSpin RNA at 94� for 15 sec, 50� for 10 sec, and 72� for 20 sec) containing
II purification kit (CLONTECH, Palo Alto, CA) according to a polymorphism between C57BL/6 (T) and CAST/Ei (C; posi-
the manufacturer’s recommendations. RNA was isolated from tion 1256, MMU20553). The amplified product was digested with
whole liver with the LiCl2 isolation procedure as previously TaqI to reveal the CAST/Ei polymorphism (cleaved products are
described (Auffray and Rougeon 1980). RNA samples from 118 and 49 bp) and resolved on a 7% polyacrylamide gel.
liver, kidney, heart, and tongue tissues were purified further Makorin3 allele-specific expression assay: To a Ready-To-
for use in LightCycler assays by processing through the High- Go PCR bead, 0.3 �m of each primer and 1 �l of cDNA were
Pure RNA tissue kit. added. Primers -Zf1 (5�-GACAGCCTTACCGAGGTCGC-3�) and

cDNA synthesis: Approximately 0.75 �g of RNA was reverse Zf2 (5�-CATGGGGGTATGCACACCTG-3�) amplified a 215-bp
transcribed in a 20-�l reaction containing 10 mm dithiothrei- C57BL/6 fragment and a 225-bp CAST/Ei fragment (94� for
tol (GIBCO BRL, Gaithersburg, MD), 500 �m of each dNTP 2 min followed by 35 cycles at 94� for 15 sec, 55� for 10 sec, and
(GIBCO BRL), 1� first strand buffer (GIBCO BRL), 25 ng ran- 72� for 20 sec). Restriction digestion with MspA1I produces
dom primers (GIBCO BRL), 200 units of M-MLV RT (GIBCO 152- and 67-bp bands for C57BL6/J cDNA while CAST/Ei
BRL) and 20 units of RNaseOUT ribonuclease inhibitor cDNA remains uncleaved. The products were resolved on a
(GIBCO BRL). Samples were incubated for 10 min at room 7% polyacrylamide gel.
temperature, 60 min at 37�, and 10 min at 95�. Specific-primed Genotyping: All genotyping was carried out by PCR amplifi-
reverse transcription was carried out for embryo samples to cation of MIT microsatellite markers. For PCR amplification,
be characterized with the Xist assay by substituting 10 pmol �100 ng of genomic DNA (or 1 �l of supernatant from the
of the Xist-R 5�-CCGATGGGCTAAGGAGAAG-3� primer for DNA isolation procedure) and 0.5 �m of each primer were
the random primer. added to a Ready-To-Go PCR bead (Amersham Pharmacia

Pctk1 and Xist allele-specific expression assay: The Pctk1 and Biotech) according to the manufacturer’s recommendations.
Xist expression assays were conducted as previously described After an initial denaturation step at 95� for 2 min, amplifica-
(Percec et al. 2002). tion was performed for 35 cycles at 95� for 15 sec, 55� for 10

H19 allele-specific expression assay: The H19 allele-specific sec, and 72� for 20 sec. Genotyping of the X chromosome was
expression assay was carried out as previously described carried out routinely with DXMit53 (�5 cM from Pctk1) and
(Thorvaldsen et al. 2002). DXMit18 (�1 cM from Xist and Xce) to determine genotypes

Snrpn allele-specific expression assay: The Snrpn expression at Pctk1 and Xist/Xce, respectively. These markers are polymor-
assay was conducted on cDNA using the LightCycler real time phic between CAST/Ei and other inbred mouse strains.
PCR system (Roche Molecular Biochemicals). Snrpn primers,
Sn1 (5�-CTCCACCAGGAATTAGAGGC-3�) and Sn3 (5�-TAT
AGTTAATGCAGTAAGAGG-3�), were used to amplify a 155-

RESULTSbp region of the Snrpn gene (Szabo and Mann 1995). Fluores-
cence resonance energy transfer hybridization probes were X-inactivation pattern measured by allele-specific ex-
designed to the C57BL/6 amplicon. The Snrpn sensor probe

pression assays: We previously reported two mutant ped-(5�-GAAGCATTGTAGGGGAAGAGAA-FL-3�) spans a single
igrees segregating aberrant X-inactivation phenotypesnucleotide polymorphism at nucleotide 915 between C57BL/6

(C) and CAST/Ei (T) and was labeled with fluorescein at the (Percec et al. 2002) and here provide the details of
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TABLE 1

ENU treatment regimen

Xce No. of doses Total no. Total no. Offspring Offspring Offspring
Strain Genotype (mg ENU) of mice fertile �2 SD progeny tested heritable mutations

BALB/cByJ Xcea 4 � (100) 10 0 0 0 0
3 � (100) 15 8 7 2 1
4 � (85) 15 1 0 0 0
1 � (250) 5 0 0 0 0
1 � (200) 5 1 0 0 0

B6CBAF1/J Xceb 4 � (85) 30 24 21 4 2
4 � (100) 10 2 0 0 0

CAF1/J Xcea 4 � (85) 10 5 0 0 0

Three different strains of mice were injected with various doses of ENU. The dose reflects milligrams of ENU per gram of
body weight. The total number of males injected is shown as well as the number that regained fertility after treatment. The
founder male for female 24.21 is from the BALB/cByJ three-dose (100 mg) treatment group and the founder male for female
1.19 is from the B6CBAF1/J four-dose (85 mg) treatment group.

the original mutagenesis screen. To detect mutations the recovery of mutations disrupting general aspects
of X chromosome choice as well as those specificallyspecifically affecting the early steps of X chromosome

inactivation, we screened for abnormalities in the involved in Xce allelic discrimination.
ENU mutagenesis screen: Because we hypothesizedX-inactivation pattern, a quantitative measure of cells

that have chosen to keep one or the other X chromo- that many unidentified factors must be involved in the
pathway of X inactivation (Plenge et al. 2000), wesome active. This phenotype reflects the X chromosome

choice made by the population of progenitor cells un- screened for dominant mutations affecting the X-inacti-
vation pattern. A total of 100 male mice were treateddergoing inactivation during early embryogenesis. We

hypothesized that screening for aberrations of the with ENU (Table 1). These consisted of 50 BALB/cByJ,
40 B6CBAF1/J, and 10 CAF1/J males. A total of 62% ofX-inactivation pattern would encourage the recovery of

subtle mutations with primary effects on the X-inactiva- the F1 hybrid males recovered fertility after treatment
with an average of 13 weeks of sterility. In contrast, onlytion pathway and possible secondary effects on genomic

imprinting. To measure the X-inactivation pattern, we 20% of BALB/cByJ males recovered, after an average of
18 weeks of sterility. ENU-treated males that recoveredused an efficient quantitative allele-specific RT-PCR

assay that measures transcript levels from the X-linked fertility after treatment (G0) were mated to females from
a tester stock of mice selected to have a CAST/Ei Xgene, Pctaire-1 (Pctk1) in an allele-specific manner (Car-

rel et al. 1996; Plenge et al. 2000). chromosome. BALB/cByJ and CAF1 males possess an X
chromosome bearing a Xcea allele while B6CBAF1/JNonrandom X chromosome choice occurs in the

mouse when a “strong” Xce allele (i.e., one that is more males possess an X chromosome bearing a Xce b allele
(Plenge et al. 2000). All female progeny (G1) thus inher-likely to be on the active X, such as the Xce c allele derived

from CAST/Ei mice) is inherited in combination with ited a maternal CAST/Ei X chromosome and a paternal
non-CAST/Ei X chromosome.a “weak” allele (i.e., one that is less likely to be on the

active X, such as Xcea or Xce b derived from M. m. domes- In total, we screened 84 Xcea/c and 252 Xce b/c G1 female
progeny of ENU-treated male mice (Percec et al. 2002).ticus mice). The effect on the X-inactivation pattern

exerted by the Xcea and Xce b alleles of various inbred The former population represented the progeny of 10
BALB/cByJ and 5 CAF1 males and the latter repre-mouse strains relative to the Xce c allele derived from the

CAST/Ei strain has been documented (Plenge et al. sented the progeny of 26 B6CBAF1/J males that had
recovered fertility after ENU treatment (Table 1). A2000). In these Xce heterozygous animals, �25–30% of

cells choose the X bearing the weaker Xce allele as the maximum of 50 offspring were tested from each ENU-
treated male to prevent the recovery of identical muta-active X, instead of the 50% expected for a random

process (Cattanach and Williams 1972; Cattanach tions from the limited population of spermatogonial
stem cells (Justice et al. 1999; Weber et al. 2000). Asand Johnston 1981; Johnston and Cattanach 1981;

Rastan 1982; Cattanach and Rasberry 1994). The described previously (Percec et al. 2002), the pheno-
typic distribution of the X-inactivation pattern in wild-screen took advantage of this quantitative model of

choice in which the effect of different Xce alleles is used type control females provided a statistical basis for
screening the offspring of ENU-treated males and foras a baseline measure of the X-inactivation pattern. We

hypothesized that the use of Xcea/c and Xce b/c heterozy- discriminating between normal and aberrant pheno-
types in the female progeny of ENU-treated males. Wegotes (in contrast to Xce homozygotes) would facilitate
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Figure 1.—Progeny test of Xce b/c candidate mu-
tant females. Four affected Xce b/c G1 females, 14.2,
18.6, 28.6, and 1.19, and one unaffected Xce b/c G1

female, 21.9, serving as a negative control, (�)
were progeny tested and their respective G2 fe-
male progeny (�) are shown. The X-inactivation
pattern was calculated with the Pctk1 assay as the
proportion of transcription from the X chromo-
some bearing the weaker Xce allele to the total
transcription from both X chromosomes. The
mean for the respective wild-type Xce heterozy-
gous distribution is depicted by a solid horizontal
line and the two standard deviations from the
mean of the wild-type population are depicted by
dashed horizontal lines.

considered any G1 animals with X-inactivation patterns female from each Xce genotype and genetic class and
thus examined females 24.21 and 1.19 as candidate mu-�2 standard deviations (SD) from the mean of the wild-

type population candidates for X-inactivation mutants. tants of X chromosome inactivation.
Establishment of the mutant phenotypes: To confirmTo avoid recovery of X-linked mutations unrelated to

primary effects on X-inactivation choice, we focused on and characterize further the phenotypes of the two can-
didate mutants, the Xist gene was assayed as a markeranimals that preferentially maintained the mutagenized

X chromosome as the active X. of X chromosome activity instead of the Pctk1 gene used
for the primary mutagenesis screen. Because phenotyp-Two Xcea/c and four Xce b/c G1 females fulfilling the

candidate mutant criteria were progeny tested (data not ing required heterozygosity at the locus assayed (origi-
nally Pctk1) and at Xce, a greater number of informativeshown and Figure 1) to exclude statistical variants from

further analysis. It is recognized that some true mutants animals were generated when Xist, a marker tightly
linked to Xce, was used for the allele-specific expressionmay have been excluded, such as those with mutations

of low penetrance, with maternally imprinted effects, analysis. The Xist assay was applied to control unmuta-
genized Xcea/c and Xce b/c females to establish wild-typewith transmission ratio distortion, or those missed sim-

ply because of inadequate numbers of informative off- phenotypic parameters. The X-inactivation pattern in
55 wild-type Xcea/c females was normally distributed withspring (less than half of the female progeny were hetero-

zygous at both the Pctk1 and Xce loci). As expected, a mean of 0.29 and an SD of 0.07 (Figure 2A). The
X-inactivation pattern in 44 wild-type Xce b/c females alsothe phenotyping control female (21.9) transmitted only

wild-type X-inactivation patterns to her progeny. Three was normally distributed with a mean of 0.32 and an
SD of 0.06 (Figure 2B). As expected, the phenotypicof the six candidate females tested (23.14, 14.2, and

18.6) were classified into the statistical variant category distributions were similar to those observed with the
Pctk1 assay (Percec et al. 2002). Phenotyping of several(data not shown and Figure 1). Significantly, however,

three G1 females (24.21, 1.19, and 28.6) transmitted generations of control animals outcrossed to the tester
stock confirmed that the X-inactivation pattern doesaberrant X-inactivation patterns to a subset of their fe-

male offspring, consistent with the segregation of a dom- not vary with segregation of the genetic background
(Figure 2, A and B), consistent with prior studiesinant mutation (data not shown and Figure 1). (Given

the nature of the quantitative cutoff used in this screen, (Plenge et al. 2000). The molecular phenotyping crite-
ria for the Xist assay were designated in the same mannereach offspring with an X-inactivation pattern 	2 SD

above the mean has only a 2.5% probability of having as they were for the Pctk1 assay: affected females were
defined by phenotypes that were �2 SD above the meanthat pattern by chance.) Candidate mutations segregat-

ing in the three animals were induced independently of the respective wild-type Xce genotypes. Carrier ani-
mals (males or females) are defined as those that haveof one another, as these animals were the progeny of

different ENU-treated founder males, with female 24.21 transmitted the mutant phenotypes to two or more fe-
male offspring. (The likelihood of such transmissionas the daughter of an ENU-treated BALB/cByJ male,

and females 1.19 and 28.6 as the daughters of two ENU- occurring by chance is �0.001.)
To confirm heritability and to characterize furthertreated B6CBAF1/J males. We investigated further one
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Figure 2.—Multigeneration progeny tests of wild-type and mutant animals. For the progeny test, females from each generation
were bred to tester males and all informative (heterozygous at Xist and Xce) female progeny were phenotyped. Xist phenotyping
of four generations of Xcea/c (A) and Xceb/c (B) unmutagenized control animals demonstrated that the X-inactivation phenotype
remains constant despite outcrossing to the tester stock. For each control generation, an open circle and vertical bar depict the
X-inactivation pattern mean and 2 SD demarcation, respectively. Transmission of the aberrant phenotype is demonstrated here
in a dominant manner through the sixth generation in family 24.21 (C) and family 1.19 (D). In C and D, circled animals were
progeny tested and gave rise to the subsequent generation. An arrowhead depicts the mean for the respective wild-type Xce
heterozygous distribution and the dashed horizontal lines demarcate values within 2 SD from the mean of the wild-type populations.
The X-inactivation pattern was calculated with the Xist assay as the proportion of transcription from the X chromosome bearing
the stronger Xce allele to the total transcription from both X chromosomes.

the inheritance pattern of the mutant phenotypes from tations segregating in both pedigrees map to autosomal
loci and, more specifically, that mutation from familycandidate mutant G1 females 24.21 and 1.19, we pheno-

typed all informative female progeny generated 24.21 maps to chromosome 15 (Percec et al. 2002). To
localize the mutation in pedigree 1.19, four affected andthroughout their lifetime (Figure 2, C and D). Affected

females (defined as above) examined from both families transmission-tested females and five unaffected distantly
related females from the fifth (G5) and sixth (G6) gener-transmitted the mutant phenotypes to the subsequent

generation in a dominant manner. Both families stably ations were genotyped with 81 informative microsatel-
lite markers evenly spaced across the genome with asegregated the mutant X-inactivation patterns through

at least the seventh generation, G7 (Figure 2, C and D, maximum swept radius of 30 cM (Figure 3 and data not
shown). Informative markers were selected that distin-and data not shown). Carrier females from both pedi-

grees displayed X-inactivation patterns significantly dif- guish ENU-treated alleles C57BL/6J and CBA/J from
wild-type 129S1/SvJ and CAST/Ei alleles. Alleles fromferent from those predicted by their respective Xce geno-

types, as the X chromosome bearing the “weaker” Xce the mutagenized B6CBAF1/J founder male were ob-
served at the expected frequency, �2.8 and 1.2% inallele was the active X in a significantly higher than

expected proportion of cells (compare Figure 2A to 2C unaffected G5 and G6 animals, respectively (as compared
to the expected 1/32 or 3% and 1/64 or 1.5% of allelesand Figure 2B to 2D). The mean X-inactivation pattern

of transmission-confirmed carrier females segregating in wild-type G5 and G6 animals, respectively), serving as
genotyping controls (data not shown). No regions ofin family 24.21 is 0.48 with a standard deviation of 0.07

while in family 1.19 these values are 0.51 and 0.04, re- the genome exhibited nonrandom segregation of any
markers in the unaffected females tested. In affectedspectively (Figure 2, C and D).

Mutant phenotype from family 1.19 segregates with females, however, two regions of the genome, distal 23
cM of chromosome 5 and �30 cM of the proximaltwo independent autosomal loci: Previous genetic segre-

gation and mapping analysis demonstrated that the mu- chromosome 10, demonstrated significant linkage (P �
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Figure 3.—Genome scan of family 1.19
localizes mutant phenotype to chromo-
somes 5 and 10 (A). Four affected G5 (4)
and G6 (1–3) females were genotyped with
81 microsatellite markers spaced evenly
throughout the genome with a maximum
spacing of 30 cM. Arrowheads on the left
of each chromosome designate the location
of the markers. Genotypes for the four indi-
vidual females are represented as vertical
bars 1–4 for each chromosome. Open re-
gions of the bars represent wild-type geno-
types (i.e., from the nonmutagenized par-
ent), while solid regions represent C57BL/
6J or CBA/J alleles inherited from the ENU-
treated founder male. The probability that
the ENU-treated alleles were inherited by
chance in the regions of chromosome 5 and
chromosome 10 is P � 0.03. Mapping of
chromosomes 5 and 10 (B) suggests that
the mutations are located within the distal
23 cM of chromosome 5 and within a 30-
cM region of the proximal chromosome 10.
The MIT microsatellite markers used for
genotyping are designated at the left of
each chromosome with the approximate
Mouse Genome Database (MGD) genetic
map location shown on the right. The map
locations of markers employed for this gen-
otyping were consistent between the MGD,
Ensemble, and Celera databases.

0.03) to the mutant phenotype, calculated as the proba- to induce the aberrant X-inactivation pattern (Figure
4C). Furthermore, animals carrying solely the candidatebility of random segregation of the mutant C57BL/6J

and CBA/J alleles to the animals tested (Figure 3B). region on chromosome 5 also transmitted the mutant
phenotype to their offspring in a dominant manner,The results of the genome scan indicate that two regions

of the genome are segregating with the mutant pheno- indicating that there is a mutation in this region as well
that is sufficient to induce the aberrant X-inactivationtype in pedigree 1.19.

To determine definitively whether one or both candi- pattern (Figure 4D). These data suggest that two inde-
pendent mutations are segregating in this pedigree anddate regions are responsible for the mutant phenotype,

we progeny-tested animals carrying both candidate re- that each of the two mutations is sufficient to cause the
mutant X-inactivation phenotype. The changes in thegions, as well as animals carrying one or the other candi-

date regions (Table 2, Figure 4, and data not shown). X-inactivation pattern induced by each mutation were
quantitatively similar to one another as well as to theAnimals carrying both regions clearly transmitted the

mutant phenotype to offspring (Figure 4, A and B). mutant phenotype exhibited by double heterozygotes,
indicating that any additive effect on the phenotype isSignificantly, animals carrying solely the candidate re-

gion on chromosome 10 transmitted the mutant pheno- likely to be subtle. In addition, the phenotypes of each
of the two mutations were similar when transmittedtype to their offspring in a dominant manner, indicating

that there is a mutation in this region that is sufficient independently through male and female lines, sug-
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TABLE 2

Candidate region segregation in transmission-proven carrier animals from family 1.19

Chromosome 5 Chromosome 10
Generation XCI candidate region candidate region Sex

1 0.50 
 
 F
2 0.46 
 
 F
3 0.51 
 
 F
3 NA 
 � M
3 NA � 
 M
4 0.55 
 
 F
4 0.54 
 
 F
4* 0.42 � 
 F
4 NA � 
 M
5 0.52 
 � F
5 0.54 
 
 F
5 0.45 
 
 F
5* 0.50 � 
 F
5* 0.51 � 
 F
6 0.50 
 
 F
6 NA � 
 M

Representative progeny-tested male (M) and female (F) animals from different generations of family 1.19
carrying either both candidate regions on chromosomes 5 and 10 or one or the other candidate regions
transmitted the mutant phenotype to their offspring in a dominant manner. Each row depicts the data from
a single progeny-tested animal. The X-inactivation phenotype at the Xist locus (XCI) is shown for each female
tested. Male carriers cannot be assayed directly for X inactivation (NA). For each animal, the presence (
)
or absence (�) of the mutant genotype at the candidate regions on chromosomes 5 and 10 is shown. These
females are not represented in Figure 2D. These data suggest that two independent mutations are segregating
in this pedigree and that each of the two mutations is sufficient to cause the mutant X-inactivation phenotype.
*Females that are derived from carrier males.

gesting that the mutant factors are not subject to an and Lee 2001). To determine whether the mutations
in our families also affect the imprinted form of inactiva-imprinting effect (Table 2, Figure 2D, Figure 4, and data

not shown). tion, we examined the X-inactivation pattern in extra-
embryonic tissues of early embryos with the Xist assayMutant phenotypes do not perturb imprinted X inacti-

vation in family 24.21: The analysis of the mutant X-inacti- (Table 3). Because the Xce locus does not affect X chro-
mosome choice in extraembryonic tissues, we pheno-vation phenotypes in families 24.21 and 1.19 has thus

far been limited to somatic tissues including adult tissues typed Xce heterozygous embryos (Takagi and Sasaki
1975; Rastan and Cattanach 1983). In extraembry-and tissues of the embryo proper. X inactivation in

extraembryonic tissues of the mouse differs, however, onic tissues of wild-type 8.5- and 10.5-dpc embryos, we
observed exclusive expression of Xist from the paternalfrom its somatic counterpart by undergoing paternally

imprinted X inactivation (Takagi and Sasaki 1975; Huynh allele, consistent with paternal-specific silencing of the

Figure 4.—Partial pedigrees of family
1.19 depict phenotype-genotype associa-
tions in animals carrying candidate re-
gions on chromosomes 5 and 10 (A and
B), animals carrying solely the candidate
region on chromosome 10 (C), and ani-
mals carrying solely the candidate region
on chromosome 5 (D). Circles represent
females and squares represent males.
Half-solid symbols represent animals
carrying both chromosome 5 and 10
candidate regions, half-shaded symbols
represent animals carrying only the
chromosome 5 candidate region, half-
striped symbols represent animals car-
rying only the chromosome 10 candi-
date region, and open symbols represent

animals carrying neither candidate region. The XCI pattern is noted below each animal. These data suggest that the two mutations
segregate independently in this pedigree and that each mutation is sufficient to cause the mutant X-inactivation phenotype.
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TABLE 3 and Xce b/c genotypes to a phenotype closer to the ran-
dom X-inactivation pattern characteristic of Xce homozy-Imprinted X inactivation in extraembryonic tissues of embryos
gotes (Plenge et al. 2000), we asked whether the mutantof family 24.21
effects can be detected in the X-inactivation pattern in
Xce homozygotes from the two pedigrees by measuringStage Animal N XCI embryo XCI EE tissues
the X-inactivation pattern in Xce homozygous female

8.5 dpc Control 1 0.35 Paternal progeny of Xce heterozygous carriers.8.5 dpc 24.21 7 0.37–0.51 Paternal
For this analysis, phenotyping of the two families was9.5 dpc 24.21 6 0.4–0.55 Paternal

conducted by assaying the Pctk1 gene as a marker of X10.5 dpc Control 2 0.3–0.32 Paternal
chromosome activity. The Pctk1 assay was employed

The X chromosome inactivation phenotype (XCI) at the since Xist and Xce are tightly linked and both loci wouldXist locus in Xce heterozygous wild-type embryos and in em-
be homozygous in these animals. The Pctk1 assay wasbryos from family 24.21 demonstrated complete paternal X
applied first to wild-type control Xcec/c females to estab-inactivation (as demonstrated by 	90% paternal Xist expres-

sion) in extraembryonic (EE) tissues, ectoplacental cone (8.5 lish wild-type phenotypic parameters for the assay, in-
dpc), and placental tissues (9.5 and 10.5 dpc). The number cluding mean and standard deviations (Figure 5). All cate-
of embryos tested from each category is shown (N). The gories of Xce homozygous females (i.e., Xcec/c, Xcea/a, andX-inactivation phenotype at the Xist locus is shown in embry-

Xceb/b) are expected to display random X-inactivationonic tissues of the respective animal. When more than one
patterns (Plenge et al. 2000). As predicted, theembryo was tested from a given category, the X chromosome

inactivation phenotype (XCI) is shown as the range of pheno- X-inactivation pattern in nine wild-type Xce c/c females
types from the respective group. Genotyping of the candidate tested was normally distributed with a mean of 0.5 and
region on chromosome 15 in embryos from family 24.21 deter- an SD of 0.07, consistent with previous studies (Plengemined that all of the tested embryos carry the candidate re-

et al. 2000). This phenotypic distribution therefore maygion.
be applied to the comparison of all classes of Xce homo-
zygotes.

The X-inactivation pattern was characterized in theX chromosome. In extraembryonic tissues of 8.5- and
9.5-dpc embryos from family 24.21, we also observed Xce homozygous female progeny of carrier females from

both families. Again, the animals examined from familyexclusive expression of Xist from the paternal allele,
indicating that paternal imprinting is not perturbed by 1.19 were double heterozygous animals that carried

both chromosome 5 and chromosome 10 mutations.the mutation segregating in family 24.21.
Mutant phenotypes do not perturb genomic im- The mean X-inactivation pattern in Xce c/c females tested

from families 24.21 and 1.19 did not differ significantlyprinting: To maintain and perhaps initiate X chromo-
some silencing, the X-inactivation pathway employs fac- from the wild-type Xce c/c population (Figure 5). Further,

the X-inactivation pattern in Xcea/a female progeny oftors that are common to other epigenetic processes,
including genomic imprinting. Therefore, it is possible carrier females from family 24.21 did not differ from

the wild-type Xce c/c population (Figure 5). In contrast,that the factors targeted by our candidate mutations
may be common to multiple epigenetic silencing path- the variance differed significantly between the two 1.19

and control groups (P � 0.02). This difference is notways. To address this directly, we inquired whether the
candidate mutations affect genomic imprinting of the observed between the 24.21 and control groups, which

suggests that the mutations in the two pedigrees maywell-characterized H19, Snrpn, Cdkn1c (p57kip2), and Ma-
korin3 (Zfp127) genes (Bartolomei et al. 1991; Leff et act via different mechanisms to induce the aberrant

X-inactivation phenotypes. As additional confirmational. 1992; Hatada and Mukai 1995; Jong et al. 1999).
H19 and Cdkn1c normally are expressed only from the of the Xce homozygous phenotypes in adult tissues, the

X-inactivation pattern was characterized in Xce homozy-maternal allele while Snrpn and Makorin3 are expressed
only from the paternal allele. Affected and unaffected gous wild-type control and mutant embryos from pedi-

gree 24.21 (data not shown). As expected, both wild-typefemales from both pedigrees were examined with allele-
specific expression assays and all exhibited appropriate and mutant embryos displayed random X-inactivation

patterns that were similar to one another as well as toimprinting (Table 4). For the analysis of family 1.19,
we examined double heterozygous animals that carried those observed in mutant Xce heterozygous embryos of

the same family. These data suggest that the candidateboth chromosome 5 and chromosome 10 mutations.
These observations indicate that genomic imprinting is mutations from both families may have targeted factors

specifically involved in X chromosome choice and innot perturbed by any of the three mutations segregating
in the two pedigrees. Xce allelic discrimination.

Mutant phenotypes in Xce homozygous females: The
mutant phenotypes in families 24.21 and 1.19 have been

DISCUSSION
defined by their effect on the X-inactivation pattern in
Xce heterozygous animals. Because the mutant pheno- ENU mutagenesis for subtle molecular phenotypes:

To advance the understanding of epigenetic regulatorytypes shift the X-inactivation pattern from the wild-type
nonrandom inactivation choice characteristic of Xcea/c mechanisms, we conducted a dominant, genome-wide,
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TABLE 4

Imprinting in affected and unaffected females from families 24.21 and 1.19

Cdkn1c Snrpn Makorin3
Animal XCI H19 expression expression expression expression

24.21 affected 0.43 Maternal ND ND ND
24.21 affected 0.50 Maternal Maternal Paternal Paternal
24.21 unaffected 0.29 Maternal Maternal Paternal Paternal
24.21 unaffected 0.29 Maternal ND ND ND
24.21 unaffected 0.26 Maternal Maternal Paternal Paternal
1.19 affected 0.50 Maternal ND ND ND
1.19 affected 0.44 Maternal Maternal Paternal Paternal
1.19 affected 0.60 Maternal Maternal Paternal Paternal
1.19 unaffected 0.22 Maternal ND ND ND
1.19 unaffected 0.31 Maternal ND ND ND

Genomic imprinting at the H19, Snrpn, Cdkn1c, and Makorin3 loci was assayed with allele-specific expression
assays in unaffected and affected females from both families. Appropriately imprinted monoallelic expression
was observed for all loci in all animals tested (as demonstrated by 	95% expression from the expected allele).
For comparison, the X-inactivation phenotype (XCI) at the Xist locus is shown for each animal. ND refers to
animals that were not assayed. In most cases, animals were not assayed because they were homozygous at the
locus of interest.

phenotype-driven ENU mutagenesis screen to detect tions involved in epigenetic factors (Tsai et al. 2001),
fewer mutations have been detected from this type ofnovel regions of the mouse genome involved in X chro-

mosome inactivation and hypothesized that this ap- screen than from screens for other developmental phe-
notypes. Presumably, this is due to the lethal natureproach would result in a high rate of novel mutation

detection, given the paucity of genes currently known of severely abnormal epigenetic phenotypes. Thus, the
recovery of epigenetic mutations may be enhanced byin the pathway and the likelihood that many more genes

are involved. Two recent large-scale studies demon- the use of highly quantitative screening assays such as
the one applied in our screen.strated dominant mutation frequencies as high as 2%

when a spectrum of phenotypes was screened for muta- Mutant phenotypes are specific to X chromosome
inactivation: The mutant phenotypes segregating in ourtions, with 	50% of the abnormal phenotypes detected

in the screen resulting from heritable mutations (Habre pedigrees could result from mutations in global factors,
such as housekeeping genes, or from mutations in fac-de Angelis et al. 2000; Nolan et al. 2000). Small-scale

ENU mutagenesis screens focusing on morphological tors specific to the X-inactivation pathway. In the former
scenario, the mutant phenotypes would be manifestedphenotypes have proven to be as successful as the larger

studies, if not more so (Kasarskis et al. 1998; Hentges in both sexes and affect multiple developmental and
genetic pathways. Such mutations may have targetedet al. 1999). The estimated minimum mutation fre-

quency for our screen, 0.9% (3/346), is within the range factors involved in epigenetic silencing mechanisms com-
mon to both X inactivation and genomic imprinting.of these latest parameters. Because not all females with

abnormal X-inactivation phenotypes were characterized Our data demonstrate intact genomic imprinting of
four different imprinted genes in carrier females fromgenetically, it is not known whether additional females

carried heritable mutations; thus, our estimated muta- both families, indicating that none of the mutations has
targeted a factor essential to the epigenetic regulationtion frequency is likely an underestimate.

Our results clearly demonstrate that small-scale ENU of genomic imprinting. Consequently, our studies pres-
ent no evidence for any effect of the candidate muta-mutagenesis screens can be applied successfully to the

recovery of multiple mutations resulting in subtle molec- tions beyond the X-inactivation pattern, suggesting that
the mutations have targeted factors specific to the path-ular phenotypes. The use of high fractionated ENU

doses and a sensitive and robust assay, and the likelihood way of X inactivation.
Mutant phenotype of family 24.21 does not affectthat many factors are involved in the epigenetic control

of the X-inactivation pathway, contributed to the suc- imprinted X inactivation: Previous studies of early post-
implantation embryos from both families establishedcessful recovery of mutants in our screen. These observa-

tions indicate that many other molecular pathways that the mutant X-inactivation phenotypes are mani-
fested early in development around the time that Xwould be amenable to genetic dissection through the

use of small-scale ENU mutagenesis screens if screening inactivation occurs (Percec et al. 2002). The mutant
phenotypes characterizing the early postimplantationparameters were carefully optimized. While other ENU

mutagenesis screens have attempted to identify muta- embryos were similar to those observed in adult siblings,
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Figure 5.—Mutant X-inactivation phenotype
in Xce homozygous females from both families.
The X-inactivation phenotype at the Pctk1 locus
in adult Xce c/c wild-type control females, in Xce c/c

homozygous female progeny of family 1.19 carrier
females, in adult Xce c/c (�), and in adult Xce a/a (�)
female progeny of family 24.21 carrier females.
An arrowhead depicts the mean X-inactivation
pattern for each group. The Xce a/a and Xce c/c homo-
zygous females from family 24.21 have the same
mean. The X-inactivation pattern was measured
with the Pctk1 assay.

indicating that the phenotypes are well established prior heat-shock protein 25 kD (Hsp25), and zinc-finger pro-
liferation 1 (Zipro1). Candidate genes on chromosometo the developmental stages studied. While the X-inacti-

vation pattern in somatic tissues of the embryo and 10 include BRCA2-associated factor 35 (Braf35), histone
deacetylase 2 (Hdac2), methyl CpG-binding domain pro-adults is clearly affected by the mutations in both pedi-

grees, imprinted inactivation of the paternal X chromo- tein 3 (Mbd3), DNA methyltransferase 3l (Dnmt3l), and
zinc-finger protein, autosomal (Zfa). Candidate genes insome in extraembryonic tissues is not affected in family

24.21. These results indicate that the mutation in family the previously mapped pedigree 24.21 include RAD21
homolog (Rad21), zinc fingers and homeoboxes protein24.21 specifically affects the random (embryonic) form

of X inactivation. 1 (Zhx1), and KH-domain-containing, RNA-binding, sig-
nal-transduction-associated 3 (Khdrbs3) on chromosomeGenetic composition of the candidate mutations in

family 1.19: The identification of two regions of the 15. Significantly, the candidate regions do not contain
known genes for factors previously shown to be involvedgenome that segregate independently with the mutant

phenotype in family 1.19 raised the possibility that ge- in any aspect of X inactivation, indicating that the muta-
tions segregating in pedigrees 1.19 and 24.21 affectnetic modifiers may contribute to the mutant phenotype

in this family. The prospect that a modifier is involved novel factors in the X-inactivation pathway.
Models of mutation activity: The results of the mutantis especially noteworthy, as alleles from four different

mouse strains [composed of two ENU-treated genomes, phenotyping data presented here clearly delineate the
effect of the mutations and are consistent with modelsC57BL/6J and CBA/J (from the B6CBAF1/J founder),

and the wild-type 129S1/SvJ and CAST/Ei genomes] in which the candidate mutations target specific factors
in the X-inactivation pathway. Furthermore, our geneticsegregate in this pedigree. C57BL/6J alleles segregate

in the candidate region of chromosome 10 while CBA/J analysis of mutant animals bearing selected Xce alleles
establishes that the effect of the mutant phenotypes isalleles segregate in the candidate region of chromo-

some 5. The multiple genetic strains segregating in this exclusive to the X-inactivation mechanism in Xce hetero-
zygous animals that undergo nonrandom X chromo-family may have encouraged the interaction of genetic

modifiers between two strains or between an ENU- some choice.
A variety of models may be invoked to explain theinduced mutation and a modifier in the ENU-treated

strain. While we cannot rule out that any of the candi- effect of the mutations segregating on mouse chromo-
somes 15, 5, and 10, designated X-inactivation autoso-date intervals in both pedigrees contain strain-specific

modifiers rather than ENU-induced mutations, the mal factor 1, 2, and 3 (Xiaf1, Xiaf2, and Xiaf3), respec-
tively. In both pedigrees, the X-inactivation pattern inidentification of novel autosomal genes in the X-inacti-

vation pathway is equally significant, whether resulting carrier Xce heterozygous females is shifted away from
the nonrandom X-inactivation pattern of wild-type Xcefrom the activity of modifiers or from ENU-induced

mutations. heterozygous females toward a more random X-inactiva-
tion pattern. The simplest explanation for this changeCandidate genes that are likely to be involved in the

pathway of X chromosome inactivation include those is a defect in Xce allelic discrimination. Consequently,
one or all candidate mutations may affect (different)that affect epigenetic silencing mechanisms through the

modification of chromatin structure and function. factors involved in distinguishing Xce alleles during X
chromosome selection (Figure 6). It has long been hy-Among such candidate genes on the distal interval of

chromosome 5 are zinc-finger protein 70 (Zfp70), high pothesized that during initiation of X chromosome si-
lencing an autosomally encoded dosage-sensitive block-mobility group box 1 (Hmgb1), breast cancer 2 (Brca2),
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Figure 6.—Model of mutation activity. During
X chromosome selection in wild-type Xce hetero-
zygotes, a dosage-sensitive, autosomally encoded
Xic blocking complex preferentially recognizes
the stronger Xce allele, maintaining its activity and
resulting in a nonrandom X-inactivation pattern.
In pedigrees 24.21 and 1.19, autosomal-dominant
mutations may lead to conformational change or
to haplo-insufficiency of a factor within the mu-
tant blocking complex. According to this model,
the mutations abrogate preferential activity of the
blocking complex and result in partial reversion
to random X chromosome choice.

ing complex protects one Xic from inactivation (perhaps ing normally, implicating as candidates any factors in-
volved in the initiation of X inactivation. This includesthrough action at the Xce locus), thereby choosing that

chromosome to remain active (Russell 1963; Brown RNA-binding molecules that may interact directly with
the Xist or Tsix transcripts or molecules involved inand Chandra 1973; Russell and Cacheiro 1978;

Avner and Heard 2001). It is not known how the dis- chromatin structure, such as those that stabilize or lock
in the inactive state during the shift from reversibletinction of Xce alleles in an Xce heterozygous animal

occurs, although differential methylation, CTCF bind- to irreversible inactivation (Wutz and Jaenisch 2000).
Finally, it remains formally possible that the mutationsing, and chromatin structure may play a role (Simmler

et al. 1993; Avner et al. 1998; Prissette et al. 2001; Chao lead to haplo-insufficiency of a dosage-sensitive factor
involved early in the inactivation pathway, thereby re-et al. 2002). In wild-type Xce heterozygotes, preferential

interaction of the blocking complex with the stronger sulting in altered X-inactivation patterns. Positional
cloning and characterization of the three Xiaf genesXce allele (e.g., the Xce c allele) would result in nonran-

dom X-inactivation patterns (Figure 6). It is possible identified here will be required to discriminate among
these or other models.that the loci targeted by our mutations encode or affect

members of the putative blocking complex and/or Conclusion: Our study of ENU-induced mutations of
X chromosome inactivation has identified three muta-other autosomal factors that interact with Xce. The muta-

tions described here, for example, may disrupt the abil- tions that act early in development in an autosomal-
dominant manner to induce X-inactivation patterns inity of the blocking factor to differentiate between Xce

alleles, resulting in a reversion to random (i.e., �50:50) Xce heterozygous animals that are significantly different
from those predicted by their Xce genotypes. The muta-X chromosome choice in mutant animals despite heter-

ozygosity at Xce. tions do not affect the X chromosome inactivation pat-
tern in Xce homozygous animals, indicating that theyIn an alternative model, the shift in the X-inactivation

pattern in carrier Xce heterozygous females may not may have targeted factors involved in Xce allelic discrimi-
nation during the X chromosome choice process. Sig-represent a change toward random X chromosome

choice, but rather an increase in the variance of the nificantly, neither imprinted X inactivation nor genomic
imprinting is perturbed in mutant animals. Conse-X-inactivation pattern (Nesbitt 1971). In this scenario,

the candidate mutations may cause initiation and/or quently, the phenotypic analyses presented here are
consistent with models in which the mutations havestabilization of X inactivation at an earlier stage when

fewer cells are present in the embryo. In a parallel sce- affected molecules involved specifically in the choice or
initiation steps of the X-inactivation pathway. Throughnario, it is possible that the mutations may disrupt the

stability of the inactivation choice such that a cell may our genomic mapping analysis of the two pedigrees we
have shown that at least three novel autosomal loci areno longer be able to “lock-in” X chromosome choice

and thereby manifest a more random X-inactivation involved in the pathway of X inactivation, as none of the
candidate regions harbor genes known to be involved inpattern. According to this model, the initiation step

of the X-inactivation pathway may be affected by the the process of inactivation. The identification of factors
targeted by these mutations and other epigenetic muta-mutation(s) with the other steps of the pathway proceed-
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2002 CTCF, a candidate trans-acting factor for X-inactivationtions detected through such ENU mutagenesis screens
choice. Science 295: 345–347.

should play a significant role in our understanding of Costanzi, C., and J. R. Pehrson, 1998 Histone macroH2A1 is con-
centrated in the inactive X chromosome of female mammals.epigenetic regulation of the mammalian genome.
Nature 393: 599–601.
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